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FROM THE

HEART

Kate Ho

WINNING

LETTER!

Dear reader,
I’m pretty sure that you’d have
noticed the differences between
past copies of this magazine and
the issue you’re holding now, even
before you remove its wrapper.
Allow me to present to you the
newly revamped DUET!
The magazine now exudes a
fun, active vibe through the use of
vibrant colours, engaging photos
and quirky fonts. Aside from mere
aesthetics, we understand the
benefits of balancing career, friends
and family, as well as personal life.
That’s why we’re now focusing a
lot more on activities that you can
do in your free time. We also know
that it can sometimes be daunting
to go out and make new friends,
but—trust us—your life will be much
richer when you do. To help you
step out with confidence, this issue
(and future ones, too) will provide
plenty of advice on preparing for all
kinds of social activities.
I hope you enjoy the way we
dish out information in bite-sized
pieces throughout the features,
which are cohesively presented
because of the application of a

theme. I trust that, after you’ve
taken the time to read this issue,
you can feel that we’re trying to
reach out to you as a friend-in-theknow rather than as a know-it-all
authority figure.
August is probably the hottest
time of the year, so check out our
suggestions on how to beat the
heat and have fun as well in Out
& About (p4). Thinking of taking
someone special to dine in a
romantic restaurant? Impress her
with your impeccable manners
by referring to our tips on dining
etiquette (p9).
So you’ve been bitten by the
travel bug but can’t decide where
to go. Why not flip to p12 for
some ‘sun, sand and sea’ type
of inspiration? If you’re not an
adventurous kind of person, beat
the heat by catching a theatre
show—we give a couple a makeover suitable for a night out at the
theatre in Revamp (p18). But if TV
is more your thing, do catch the
online reality dating show called
It’s a Date!—details on p10.
Enjoy the new DUET. Better yet,
share it with a friend!

As a regular reader, I must
admit that the articles are
getting more interesting! I
especially love the eateries
recommended in Out &
About. I brought my girlfriend
to two of the restaurants
featured, and we found the
food awesome! The Ask the
Expert column also gives me
insights into matters of the
heart. All in all, DUET is not
only inspirational for singles,
it is also a good magazine for
married couples, too! Well
done, DUET!
—Wong Wai Keong
Congratulations, Wai Keong!
You’ve won yourself a
weighing scale, a limitededition SDN first-day cover,
and Takashimaya shopping
vouchers worth $50.

For editorial feedback, contact Novus
Media Solutions. For general enquiries, call
SDN’s hotline at 6838 3988. All returned
mail should be directed to: SDN, *SCAPE, 2
Orchard Link, #05-02, Singapore 237978.
For advertising queries, please e-mail
Simon Cholmeley at simonc@novusasia.com.

DUET is published and distributed for SDN
by NOVUS MEDIA SOLUTIONS PTE LTD at
77B Amoy Street, Singapore 069896.
Copyright is held by the publishers. All
rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or
in part without permission is prohibited.
Printed in Singapore by Times Printers:
www.timesprinters.com.
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OUT & ABOUT

In Singapore, we have all
but two seasons: summer
and summer.
When it isn’t raining cats and
dogs, the sun is beating down
like a freight train transporting
UV ray. The last thing we want
to do is jostle with the crowds
along Orchard Road, queue
for an hour at a sushi joint, or
settle for front row seats in a
cinema. There are people nearly
everywhere in Singapore, and
the ironic thing is that, despite
the crowd, finding like-minded
people can be quite a challenge.
Wouldn’t it be great if, for a
weekend, you could travel
to a place that is not nearly
as crowded as downtown
Singapore, where you can
casually meet up with people
and have fun at the same time?
Here’s an idea: why not head
over to Sentosa?
Hear us out! Sentosa is
an island getaway just off
mainland Singapore. Because
of its location, you don’t get the
insufferable crowds you see on
Sunday afternoons in downtown
Singapore. Moreover, Sentosa
is the entertainment capital of
Singapore, which means that
there is something for everyone.
It doesn’t matter if you love to
cycle, explore nature, soak in
the sea or dance the night away
to great music—Sentosa has it

SUMMER

IN
THE
DAY

LOVIN’
YOUR PERFECT DATE THIS SUMMER MAY NOT BE SO FAR AWAY
AFTER ALL. SENTOSA HAS EVERYTHING YOU NEED AND MORE
FOR A DATE TO REMEMBER.
BY C H IN WE I LIE N

GOGREEN CYCLE &
ISLAND EXPLORER

There is something special about
exploring on two wheels with the wind
in your hair. Rent your bicycles at the
Gogreen E-Bike Kiosk and explore a
different side of Sentosa with your date!
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GETTING

THERE

Car: A flat gantry admission charge is
applicable to each car entering Sentosa.
Take note! Admission charges and parking
rates vary according to time period and
parking location. Visit www.sentosa.com.sg
for more details.
MRT: Take the North-East Line to
HarbourFront, then make your way to Level
3 of VivoCity, where you’ll find the Sentosa
Express monorail to the island. Operating
from 7am to 11:45pm, a round-trip costs $3.

all, and there are people
there who are looking
for the same type of fun
as you.
When you’re
famished, dining
options are abundant
as well. Craving for
some simple Italian
food? No problem, it’s
right around the corner.
Sentosa is bound
to have something
that will make your
stomach happy.
The best part about
dining on Sentosa?

MARINE LIFE PARK

Attractions and
eateries there are fairly
segregated from one
another, so no more
shouldering your way
through tourists and
families just to have a
quick bite.
To sum it up,
you’ve got engaging
entertainment, lively
activities and great food
covered, with a healthy
dose of romance thrown
into the mix. What are
you waiting for? See you
at Sentosa soon!

Break away from the punishing heat
and head to the Marine Life Park,
where you will find the world’s largest
aquarium. With more than 800 species
of marine animals, the aquarium will
give you and your date more than a
little something to talk about.

Bus: For $2, you can take the RWS 8 bus
from the bus stop in front of VivoCity and
HarbourFront Station.
Cable Car: A return ticket on the cable car
between Sentosa, HarbourFront and Mt
Faber will cost $26.
On the island: Three bus shuttle
services (yellow, red and blue)
connect Imbiah Station to
various points on the island.
Buses run from 7am to 11pm
on weekdays and until 12.30am
on Fridays and Saturdays.

UNIVERSAL STUDIOS

If you are afraid of awkward pauses,
a theme park is your best bet. Can’t take
the summer heat? Be adventurous and
get drenched at the Jurassic Park Rapids
Adventure! Do visit the theme park as
early as possible, as crowds tend to build
up later in the day.

SOLEPOMODORO
TRATTORIA-PIZZERIA

Located on Quayside Isle, Solepomodoro
Trattoria-Pizzeria presents the best of
Southern Italy on a plate. Serving up the
finest flavours of traditional Italian cuisine
in a cosy and unconventional environment,
this seaside pizzeria is the ideal place
for you and your date before the night’s
activities commence!
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OUT & ABOUT

‘IS FORWWONDERFUL
’
THE PLACE FOR A STAYCATION
YOU AND YOUR DATE DESERVE.
If you are reading this at the
end of July, you, like all of us,
haven’t had a proper public
holiday in a really long time.
You desperately need a break
from work, but haven’t got the
time to travel abroad—what
do you do?
Sentosa is a great place to
begin if all you need is a day
out in the sun with your special
someone. However, for those of
us who need something a little
longer than just a day at the
beach, there’s always the option
to spend a night or two on the
island itself. The W Singapore
at Sentosa Cove, for example,
is your ticket to travelling
overseas, locally.
What sets W Singapore from
other weekend getaways on the
island is the fact that you get the
best of Sentosa all under the same

roof. Chilling out at the pool, a
hearty meal at the restaurant or a
relaxing afternoon at the spa, the
W Singapore checks all the right
boxes. Nestled on the quieter,
more exclusive end of Sentosa,
the W Singapore is as good as it
gets when it comes to the worldclass hospitality that you and
your date deserve.
TAKE IT EASY
Imagine having to drive home
after a day out in the sun with
your dirty laundry. Your body
is still aching from the day’s
activities, and all you want is a
relaxing, soothing spa treatment.
If you intend on spending just
one night at W Singapore, make
sure you drop by the Away
Spa. It offers a state-of-the-art
decompression area, which
is also home to the hotel’s
sauna, steam room and vitality
room. Complete with wooden
sculptures and decked out with
natural surfaces and materials,
the entire spa feels like a hot
spring in the middle of an oasis,
the ideal place for you and your
date to wash away the summer
heat and grime.

NEED TO KNOW

ROOMS AT THE W HOTEL
SINGAPORE START AT
SGD$399. FOR MORE
INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.
WSINGAPORESENTOSACOVE.COM
OR MAKE AN ENQUIRY
AT 6808 7288.
approach to dining. Amid the
modern yet rustic charms
of the furnishings, enjoy the
restaurant’s signature Cape Grim
Australian natural grass-fed
Angus, or share the Tenderloin
Tasting Plate with your date.

FOOD OF LOVE
If you are looking for an intimate
place for food, head to Skirt,
a restaurant that celebrates
sustainable produce and a simple

THE NIGHT IS YOUNG
Energised by that wonderful
meal at Skirt? Then amp up the
excitement at the W’s Woobar,
a fusion bar that pulsates with
some of the hottest summer
beats at night, thanks to the
resident DJ, Has. The laid-back
atmosphere also encourages
your date to snuggle up to you
while you sip on your choice of
premiere spirit—from deliciously
sweet mojitos to customised
libations, served individually or
by the shaker for sharing.

TIGER SKY TOWER

SONGS OF THE SEA

AT
NIGHT
Did you know that Sentosa is home to
Asia’s tallest observation tower? From
up here, enjoy a breathtaking panoramic
view of Singapore. And, if the conditions
are right, you will even be able to see
parts of Malaysia and Indonesia!

As darkness falls over the island,
head down to Songs of the Sea,
where you will find one of the most
entertaining and dramatic light shows
in town! Complete with a live cast and
pyrotechnics, the show is a visual feast
for you and your date!

ELECTRIC PET SHOP BOYS LIVE

Nothing bonds people together better
than a shared sense of nostalgia. For
those of us born in the 70s and 80s, drop
by the Resorts World Convention Centre
on 3 Aug to catch the Pet Shop Boys in
concert!
0 6 J uly -September 2013
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YOUR

ULTIMATE

SUMMER PLAYLIST
If you’ve got a date, found a shady spot, and still
feel like something’s missing, maybe you forgot to
fire up your summer playlist. Add some music to
your beach date to spice things up for the summer.
Here are a few tracks to kick things off:
‘SUMMERTIME’
BY BECK
Summer is a time for fun,
and sometimes the fun
can get messy (in a good
way). This track is the
perfect icebreaker in the
heat of summer.
‘DIVE’ BY TYCHO
From the first note to the
last, ‘Dive’ is like a cool
breeze on a hot summer’s
day—your date will
appreciate the sudden and
delightful change of pace.

‘SOMETHING GOOD
CAN WORK’ BY TWO
DOOR CINEMA CLUB
Fun, suggestive, and a
little wistful. This is the
kind of song you want to
listen to while sipping a
cocktail with your date.
On the surface, it’s a
catchy track. Pay more
attention to the lyrics,
though, and something
good may work out
between the two of you.

MUSIC GETS SOCIAL
What good is a summer
playlist on mediocre
smartphone speakers?
Try packing Ultimate Ears’
UE BOOM (S$299) for your
next beach date! As the
first-ever social music player,
the UE BOOM allows you to
connect two players together
wirelessly to create the
biggest private party on the
beach! And since the acoustic
skin is water- and stainresistant, you can bring your
summer party everywhere!

AZZURA BEACH CLUB

It’s a hot summer night and we’ve got a
beach on hand. It’s time for a beach party!
Azzura Beach Club is one of Sentosa’s
hottest night spots, and it attracts some
of the most renowned DJs from around
the world, not to mention a sassy crowd
that’s not afraid to dance!

“DID YOU KNOW THAT
SENTOSA’S ORIGINAL
NAME WAS ‘PULAU
BLAKANG MATI,’ WHICH
MEANS ’ISLAND OF
DEATH’ IN MALAY?”

BREAK
THE ICE

IT WAS RENAMED IN 1972, AND
NO ONE IS QUITE SURE HOW THE
MACABRE NAME CAME ABOUT—SO
YOU AND YOUR DATE CAN TRY TO
FIGURE IT OUT.
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OUT & ABOUT

ALL IT TOOK WAS A

MOVIE
LYDIA CHONG AND MICHAEL SOH
TELL DUET ABOUT THE SUNNIER
SIDE OF THEIR RELATIONSHIP.

It only took two months
of dating before Lydia
Chong and Michael Soh
decided to tie the knot.
The couple had
met over the thenSocial Development
Unit’s Lovebyte online
messaging service in late
2007, and it took a month
of chatting before they
were confident enough
to meet in person.
Their first date was
your typical movie night
out, but it was what
happened after the film
that really brought them
closer. “We stood at the
railing in the crowded
shopping centre and
chatted for one and
a half hours without
feeling tired or hungry
or realising that time
had flown by,” recalls
Lydia. According to
the 30-year-old public
servant, they had so
much to talk about—and
little did Michael know
that Lydia had already
seen the movie! “I just
wanted to get to know
him better.” They capped
the movie date with

dinner and coffee, and
began seeing each other
almost every day
after that.
Eight weeks later, on
New Year’s Day, Michael
brought Lydia back to
that very same mall,
then popped the
question on bended
knee. Touched, Lydia
agreed. On Valentine’s
Day the year after, the
two officially became
husband and wife.
“She was the first and
only girl I had met from
SDU,” confesses Michael.
“She was the one I was
waiting for, and I was
worried she would be
snatched away by
other men.”
As you might expect,
the usual criticisms were
levelled at the couple:
could they survive in
marriage with only a
few weeks of courtship?
That was four years ago,
making the answer a
resounding “yes!”
It might have been
because the couple
love taking time out by
the beach. Their first
holiday was to Bintan.
Lydia says they try to
go to such resorts as
often as we can. “They’re

great for couples and
are very relaxing and
rejuvenating,” says Lydia
So what do they
do there? “Cycling,
strolling along the
waterline, picture-taking,
snorkelling, jet-skiing,
or just whiling the time
away in each other’s
arms,” she rattles off. “But
the itinerary cannot be
rushed. There must be
time to stop and smell
the roses at each place
we visit. I prefer shopping
in the cities, but Michael
loves the beach. My
favourite type of holiday
involves splurging on
food and shopping,
while Michael is all about
sightseeing.”
Back on this island,
the duo used to spend
lots of quality time
at East Coast Park.
“Singapore beaches are
clean…” begins Lydia, as
Michael excitedly finishes
her sentence, “And

full of great facilities!”
It’s obvious who’s the
real beach bum in this
relationship!
With such varied
tastes, getting into
arguments here and
there must be common—
but Michael brushes that
aside. “We give and take,”
the 33-year-old financial
manager says. “In life,
you win some, you lose
some. If we really cannot
decide, we’ll take a vote.
But by virtue of Lydia
being a lady, she gets
two votes!”
Michael couldn’t have
said it any better—guys,
take note!
The couple go by
a simple principle when
they are in a foreign
land: “Take it as a very
good opportunity to
know each other better
in a different setting.
But most importantly,
enjoy yourselves and
immerse in each other’s
company.”

THE BEACH WATCH LIST
DOS

CALLING COMMITTED COUPLES!

If you found your soulmate through SDN or our accredited
dating agencies, e-mail us at msf_sdn@msf.gov.sg (Subject:
SDN Success Story). If you and your partner are featured in
DUET, the two of you will receive shopping vouchers worth
$150 plus a set of limited-edition SDN bears.
Know any friends who have gotten married through us? E-mail
their details to us too! We’ll give you a token of appreciation if
your friend’s story is featured.

1. Bring a mat. Yes, it’s
bulky, but no matter
how sweet a talker
you are, having sand in
your shorts is the polar
opposite of romantic.
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THE GENTLEMAN’S

GUIDE TO DINING

ETIQUETTE

WHAT YOU DO DURING DINNER CAN MAKE OR BREAK
THE DATE YOU’RE ON. HERE’S AN IDIOT’S GUIDE TO
MAKE EVERYTHING RIGHT FOR THAT SPECIAL MEAL.
By now, you should know that
there are myriad restaurants
to choose from on Sentosa.
Congrats if you’ve managed
to ask that special someone to
join you!
However, before we get
too cocky, it’s important to
remember that her acceptance
is merely half the battle won.
To win the war, you have
to mind your Ps and Qs
throughout the evening.
Men often think that
they know what the proper
conduct is when it comes
to etiquette. However, when
the time comes to perform,
they trip up. To prevent such
occurrences, here are a couple
of guidelines to keep in mind
if you are taking your date out
for a dinner date on Sentosa.
THE PRELUDE
The dining experience begins
from the moment she said
“yes” to the dinner date.

2. Plan a beach
date during offpeak days. Avoid
public holidays,
school holidays and
Sundays. Decrease
your odds of sharing
the shade with total
strangers to give you
and your partner less
awkward moments
and more privacy.

3. Pack an extra
bottle of water.
If this is the first
date, you and your
companion are
probably not ready to
drink from the same
bottle! If possible,
bring along a bottle of
wine and pack some
cheese and crackers
to sweeten the date
even more.

Sentosa has a tonne of
selections, yes, but do
your homework and
consult your companion
before making a
reservation. It is important
to find an establishment
that both you and your
date will like.
THE ARRIVAL
Behave like a gentleman
from the outset! Opening
the car door, extending
your elbow for her while
getting off the bus, or
pulling out her chair are
small but significant things
that will likely impress
your date. It doesn’t matter
what kind of girl she is or
the kind of place you are
at—small gestures like that
can go a long way.
THE ORDER
Instead of making all the
decisions yourself, talk to

DON’TS

1. Put away those
sunglasses. You’re
at the beach and the
sun is brutal, fine, but
that doesn’t mean
you have to speak
to your date with
sunglasses on at all

times. The tinted
lenses break eye
contact, which can
give the impression
that you’re avoiding
communication
or just being
downright rude.

your companion about
what appears enticing. This
is a great learning
opportunity as the simple act
of ordering a meal can reveal
much about the person.
THE FOOD
Slow down, this isn’t an
eating competition. No
matter how famished you
are, take it slow and keep
the conversation flowing.
Savour the experience and
make sure you do not finish
way ahead of your date.
That way, she will
not be pressured to match
your pace.
THE BILL
Your date will generally be
delighted if you offer to
pick up the tab. However,
do not over-react if she
insists on going dutch. If
the occasion is a special
one and you are insistent
on footing the bill, submit
your credit card beforehand
to prevent any awkward
debates.
THE SEND-OFF
The date doesn’t end with
the bill being paid for.
Offering to send your date
home is always a gesture
well appreciated. If this
is the first date, do take
note that Singaporean girls
generally do not expect or
appreciate a goodbye kiss
at the front door! You don’t
want to spoil the entire
night’s efforts now, do you?

2. Don’t plan boyonly games.
If you are out in a
group, plan games
that girls feel
comfortable joining.
A game of frisbee
can be a great
icebreaker and not
nearly as rough as a
game of football.
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SPECIAL

IT’S A

DATE!

THREE BACHELORS, THREE BACHELORETTES,
ONE ONLINE DATING SHOW. EVERY WEEK,
IT’S A DATE! TESTS THE CHEMISTRY OF SIX
SINGAPOREAN SINGLES TO FIND OUT IF
THERE IS A MATCH!
BY C H IN W E I LIE N

Having less time for social
gatherings and meeting new
people is one of the many
first-world problems we face
these days. Some people simply
don’t have the time! To remedy
that, a group of bachelors and
bachelorettes have taken matters
into their own hands by taking
part in It’s a Date!, Singapore’s
first-ever online dating series,
which debuted on 4 Jun 2013.

Supported by the Social
Development Network (SDN) and
produced by clicknetwork.tv, the show
has male and female contestants
going through different activities in
each episode to test their chemistry
and compatibility. Hosted by local
comedian Chua En Lai, widely known
for his roles in The Noose, the first four
episodes of It’s a Date! have to date
garnered 100,000 views each, which is
quite an achievement for a local online
dating show.
It’s a Date! uses a unique format
that works like this:

10 J uly -September 2013
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H
CATC
IT
NOW!

Catch all the episodes
of It’s a Date on
www.clicknetwork.tv/itsadate!

Life

Lessons
We ask some of the contestants
of It’s a Date! what they’ve
learnt from the show.

Never mess around with a girl
trained in martial arts, ha!

—DEREK SUN

Three single girls meet three
single guys. They go through
different challenges in each
episode to get to know each
other. Everyone picks a partner
they like best at the end of three
weeks to go on a date. Girls who
end up without a date will stay on,
and vacant spots are filled by new
girls. On the other hand, all the
guys will be replaced, regardless
of whether they found a match
or not.
This way, everything is kept
fresh—with new relationships
being formed at all times.
“Reality dating shows have
been around for ages, so when
we were brainstorming ideas for
this, we wanted to do something
different and more relatable,”
reveals Gillian Tan, founder of
clicknetwork.tv. “We worked with
dating agencies accredited by
SDN, and learnt that many of
them have been organising fun
and exciting activities for singles.

We roped them in during preproduction and managed to tap
on many of their ideas for
It’s a Date!”
The result is a surprisingly
addictive online reality dating
programme. Clocking in at
approximately 12 minutes per
episode, It’s a Date! is long enough
for viewers to get involved with
the goings-on each week, yet not
so long that it starts getting dreary.
Perhaps it’s the mix of contestants
the show introduces—they’re
all pretty genuine and sincere,
and they all seem to relish the
challenges thrown at them.
Most of all, these contestants
feel just like average Singaporeans
who are too tied up with
work commitments for proper
relationships. If they can find an
ideal partner, so can you, so keep
your chin up! You never know
when the perfect someone is
going to come along and enter
your life in unexpected ways!

A good way of getting to know
a person is to try doing things
together, even if it means getting
beyond my comfort zone. It can be
spontaneous and in the moment!

—CHARLENE ONG

Having a checklist of traits your
potential partner should have is
fruitless, because you’ll never know
what you’re missing out on until you
give the both of you an opportunity to
discover what’s beneath the surface.

—IMMELIA IZALENA
Ju ly - Se pt e m b e r 2 0 1 3
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FEATURE

BEACHY
KEEN
YOU’VE GOT
YOUR SUNTAN
LOTION, SHADES
AND SWIMWEAR
READY. NOW ALL
THAT’S MISSING IS A
GLORIOUS BEACH—
AND SRI LANKA HAS
THOSE IN SPADES.
BY ILIYA S O N G

Fancy a change from
Changi, or a swap for
Sentosa?
While the beaches in
Singapore can be clean and
well-manicured, there’s only so
much you can see and do—and
with their proximity to the city,
getting away from it all isn’t one
of them.
Although there are many
great beaches in the region
that’s a quick but bumpy ferry
ride away, a trip somewhere a
little more exotic would surely
impress your date.
Somewhere like Sri Lanka.

The teardrop-shaped island
off India’s southeast coast might
not be on the lips of beach bums
yet, but with over a thousand
miles of sun-drenched coastlines
and sparkling, blue water, it’s a
no-brainer for lovers of sand and
surf. They don’t call it the ‘Pearl of
the Indian Ocean’ for nothing!
Whether you’re on your
first holiday together or if
you’re planning a getaway with
your friends, Sri Lanka offers
plenty of beach resorts to suit
your vacation. Here are three of
them, from the wallet-friendly to
the über-luxe.
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WALLET-FRIENDLY

PALAGAMA BEACH
www.palagamabeach.com

Where:
Kalpitiya (northwest region)
Room rates:
S$125–170
(Peak: Apr–Dec 2013),
S$180–230
(Off-peak: Dec 2013–Jan 2014)

WHY DOES IT
ALWAYS RAIN
ON ME?
Like Singapore, it’s
always summer in Sri
Lanka—just pick the
right time to visit if you
don’t want your holiday
to be rained out by those pesky
monsoons.

DECEMBER–MARCH

Best (driest) period to visit the west
and south coasts.

APRIL–AUGUST

The weather is driest in the north and
east coasts.

AUGUST–SEPTEMBER

The ‘safest’ period to hit all beaches.

Perfect for couples who want a
no-frills beach holiday, Palagama
Beach is a small, family-run resort
where you can stay in cabanas
or villas with the waves (almost)
lapping at your feet. But don’t
take that to mean ‘budget.’ The
three-year-old resort, designed by
renowned architect Cecil Balmond,
is styled after rustic local villages,
with touches of contemporary
flair in its decor. It is—pardon the
pun—still oceans apart from your
average East Coast Park chalet.

WHAT TO DO
There’s loads to do in Palagama
if you’re bored of suntanning or
wading around the resort’s infinity
pool. Thrill seekers, get your
adrenaline pumping with a kite
surfing session. Otherwise, hang
out with Black Tip Reef Sharks
while scuba diving in the Bar Reef,
one of the most bio-diverse and
pristine coral reefs in the waters
around India.
WHAT TO SEE
If you’re up for a short ride, the
Wilpattu National Park is just
60km away, and is home to
leopards, elephants, jackals
and bears. But if that’s too far
or if that deck chair is too
comfy, hop on a boat instead.
You can go for a lazy cruise along
the coast, and take in sights of the
Sri Lankan countryside. Or book a
trip further out, where you might
catch a glimpse of dolphins!
Ju ly - Se pt e m b e r 2 0 1 3
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HOW TO
GET THERE
Your only option from Changi
Airport is to fly to Bandaranaike
International Airport, located in the
capital city of Colombo. Thankfully,
there are a number of airlines
that can take you there, including
Singapore Airlines and Cathay
Pacific. From the terminal, all three
resorts listed here will provide
airport taxi or limo transfers—you
just need to arrange for one
before you land!

MID-RANGE

THE FORTRESS
RESORT & SPA

www.fortressresortandspa.com

Where:
Galle (southwest region)
Room rates:
S$350–1,700
With six categories of rooms
and suites, you can go from
reasonable digs to all-out
opulence at The Fortress.
For panoramic views of
the Indian Ocean from the
ground floor, pick the Beach
Splash Rooms and Ocean
Lofts. Or go for the Ocean
Rooms and Beach Rooms
to take in the view from
higher up. And if you really
want to impress, the Fortress
Residence suites are 2,500ft2
of sheer grandeur—each
comes with a personal butler!
WHAT TO DO
The region’s coastal areas
aren’t just known for their

soft, golden sands. Under the
water is where all the magic lies,
where kaleidoscopic coral reefs
are teeming with aquatic life.
And the best way to experience
this is to get up close and
personal, either by snorkelling
or scuba diving. Back on solid
ground, visit the nearby Galle
Fort and Yatagala Temple for
your requisite dose of culture.
WHAT TO SEE
The beach is smaller and not

as manic as the others,
which makes it ideal for
couch potatoes who
want a change of scenery.
And what a change it is.
Reserve a deck chair in
the shade and unwind as
local fishermen practise the
ancient art of stilt fishing in
the sea in front of you. You
might even get lucky and
spot a few marine turtles
laying eggs around
the beach!
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ÜBER-LUXE

AMANWELLA

www.amanresorts.com

Where:
Tangalle (southern region)
Room rates:
S$730–890
(till 15 Dec 2013);
S$1,010–1,200
(16 Dec 2013–30 Apr 2014)
It doesn’t get any more
luxurious than this. There are
only two types of suites, one
nearer to the crescent-shaped
beach than the other, but they
all have jaw-dropping views
of the ocean or the coconut
plantation on which Amanwella
sits. The rooms are designed
with the swanky urbanite
in mind, so expect lots of
contemporary furniture and
modern conveniences. Oh, did
we mention each suite comes
with its own pool?
WHAT TO DO
We know what you’re really
here for: some well-deserved
R&R. Treat yourself to a spa
session, which includes facials,
massages and body treatments.

You can get this done in
secluded garden locations or
in the privacy of your own
suite. After that, head to the
al fresco dining area beside
the swimming pool and
wind down the day with a
cool cocktail.
WHAT TO SEE
If you’re there between
December and April, don’t
miss out on whale watching!
Set sail on a leisure trawler
to Weligama Bay and cross
your fingers for a chance
to spot blue whales. Should
these gigantic marine
mammals be shy that day,
you can swim and snorkel
from the boat, or try your
hand at fishing.
Ju ly - Se pt e m b e r 2 0 1 3
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REEL TO REAL

DIRTY
DANCING

TURN UP THE HEAT THIS
SUMMER WITH THESE
LESSONS FROM THE
ICONIC MOVIE.
BY DAP H N E BOE Y

Who can forget Patrick
Swayze literally sweeping
Jennifer Grey off her feet in
Dirty Dancing?
A favourite of movie buffs
even today, the film—released
in 1987—has all the elements
of a sizzling romance: the
summer heat permeating the
air, good girl meets bad boy,
her disapproving parents,
and, of course, the smokin’hot dancing.
WHY WE LOVE THIS
“Nobody puts Baby in a corner,”
declares Johnny Castle (Swayze)
as he picks Frances ‘Baby’
Houseman up to perform the
climactic dance sequence. And
what about that speech Johnny
makes about Baby making him
a better man? If ever there was
a scene to elicit an involuntary
“aww” from cynics, this was it.
Dirty Dancing is the classic
example of true love knowing no
bounds. Johnny and Baby may
be people from opposite sides of
the track, but their love proves to

all naysayers that happily-everafter is possible, even for the
unlikeliest of couples.
HOW TO RECREATE THIS
To earn brownie points from
your better half (perhaps as a
lead-in to a proposal), prepare
a heartfelt speech about how
he or she makes your heart go
pitter-patter. Die-hard romantics
waiting for the grand gesture of
their lives will melt to a puddle
at your feet! Remember that it’s
not about how flowery your
language is; it’s how sincere
you are.
How closely you mirror the
film depends on how much

of a fan your partner is. If
the lady swoons for Swayze,
then it’s time to shop for a
tight, black singlet and even
tighter jeans, guys. Ladies, if
your guy thinks Baby is cute,
you’ll want to deck yourself
out in a white halter-top and
three-quarter jeans, or a flowy,
white summer dress. And if
you want to replicate the flick
with authenticity, there’s only
one song to burn up the dance
floor with: ‘(I’ve Had) The
Time of My Life’ by Bill Medley
and Jennifer Warnes. Still,
if you prefer to personalise
the moment, have your own
special song played.
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GET
THOSE
MOVES!

DDANCES
ANCES TTO
O LI ALLY
SWEEP YOUR DATE
OFF HIS OR HER FEET.
YOU’D BE PAIRED
WITH OTHER PEOPLE,
SO WHILE YOU’RE
BUSTING A MOVE,
YOU MIGHT END UP
FALLING—IN LOVE,
THAT IS.
IT’S A DATE! CONTESTANT
IMMELIA IZALENA SHARES
HER LOVE FOR ALL THINGS
RELATED TO DANCE.
ON DIRTY DANCING/ I love dancing—pair it up with a little
romance and I’m sold! You’d never get sick of watching, time
after time! ON DANCERS/ I think that dancers are passionate,
but [not necessarily] more than [non-dancers]. I believe they’re
more expressive, and fortunate because they get to express
themselves through dance. ON LOVE AND DANCING/ I don’t
think it’s necessary for my partner to know how to dance. It’d
be great if he could, but if he can’t, it’s fine by me! I believe that
dance is all about expressing oneself; even if my partner were
doing the most ridiculous moves, I’d be happy because [I know]
he doesn’t mind looking silly. [That means he’s] comfortable
being himself around me.

SALSA
Salsa is a fiery and flamboyant dance that
leaves even spectators breathless. It’s
a dance style that focuses attention on
movement in the lower body.
WHERE: JJSalsaRengue
51 Cuppage Road #06-04
Tel: 6735 6215
LINDY HOP
Lindy hop, a response to swing jazz in the
1920s–30s, incorporates dance moves from
styles such as jazz, tap or breakaway.
WHERE: Jitterbugs Swingapore
2 Handy Road, The Cathay, #B1-08
Tel: 6887 0383
ARGENTINE TANGO
Sexy and sultry, Argentine tango’s success
is arguably less about technicality than about
the intense connection between dancers—
that’s why it’s so dramatic.
WHERE: A Dance Date
162 Bukit Merah Central #04-3575
Tel: 6769 0500
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REVAMP

NIGHT AT THE
THEATRE
FROM THE PRESTIGIOUS
ESPLANADE TO INDEPENDENT
BLACK BOX SPACES,
THE THEATRE SCENE IN
SINGAPORE IS THRIVING—
GOOD NEWS FOR CULTURE
FIENDS WHOSE IDEA OF A
GOOD NIGHT OUT INVOLVES
SOME CATHARTIC RELEASE.
BY DA P H N E BOE Y

A ROSE BY ANY OTHER NAME WOULD
SMELL AS SWEET, IT’S TRUE, BUT
DRESSING RIGHT FOR THE THEATRE IS
A GUARANTEED WAY TO MAKE YOUR
DATE GO EVEN SWEETER.

ON CAROL: WHITE FIT TED DR ESS FROM BYSI; GOLD NEC KL ACE AND E AR RINGS FROM LOVISA; BR ACELET FROM
THE B L ACKGROUND; HE EL S AND CLUTC H FROM A LDO. O N BEN EDICT: BL AZER FROM FREDERIC SAI; PANTS
FROM FURRMUSE; BR ACELET FROM CARRIE K AT BL ACKMAR KET; BROGUES FROM ALDO.

Art Direction C HER LIN C H A N
Stylist RUF F A L I A S
Asst. Stylist C HERM E L TO H
Makeup/Hair H A N A H E A RT S
Photographer M AT IN L AT IFF
Camera Assistant UNGKU
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WHAT’s

ON?

Recommendations for you.

Time spent at the theatre means
at least two hours of escapism—
not just from your daily woes
but also from the relentless heat.
Factor in the amount of
entertainment you’d enjoy and
a night at the theatre sounds
more and more appealing as a
dating destination. What’s more,
this activity is a surefire way of
generating plenty of post-show
conversation topics for the both
of you to delve into.
Here are some pointers that
should make your theatre-going
venture smooth sailing.
PRE-SHOW
Nobody likes a bossypants, so make
sure you discuss with your date
beforehand what to watch before
you run to get tickets. It may be
tempting for you to agree to the
first suggestion that your date
offers in a bid to be agreeable, but
the wise thing to do here is to be
honest with what you like and
what you don’t. Nothing can be
worse than agreeing to catch, say,
the ballet, and end up snoring
when the lights dim and the
music comes on.
DURING THE SHOW
Bear in mind theatre etiquette
at all times. Observing age-old
customs is a must; after all, if you
wish to partake of the theatre
experience with other people,
then the courteous thing is to
be considerate. So turn your
handphones off (or switch it to
silent mode), keep your voices
low (and to a minimum), and
refrain from fidgeting too much.
Besides, displaying impeccable

manners will just impress your date
even further.
POST-SHOW
Unless you’re a minor, the thought
of heading home right after the
performance should be squashed
—why give up the chance to
get to know your date better?
Instead, make plans for a light
bite or a quick drink somewhere
comfortable and cosy. You can then
suss out what your date thinks of
the show without having to yell
your lungs out. If you have difficulty
starting a conversation, “How
did you like the show?” is usually
sufficient to kick things off.
WARDROBE WATCH
So you’ve picked the show, and
have ideas on what to do before
and after. Now comes the really
tough part: what to wear?
A guide for London theatregoers
in the 1950s advised that those
watching a performance in
the West End should consider
wearing an evening dress, which
is testament to how fashion and
theatre were once inseparable.
Today, unfortunately, many dress
for comfort rather than glamour
—this, in our opinion, takes away half
the fun of a night at the theatre!
Some feel silly at the thought of
dressing up for a performance (after
all, who’s watching whom?), but
comfort or sensibility is no excuse
for looking like a slob, especially
when you’re out with someone
you’re hoping to impress. A rose
by any other name would smell as
sweet, it’s true, but dressing right
for the theatre is a guaranteed way
to make your date go even sweeter.

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA

If you haven’t heard of The Phantom
of the Opera, shame on you. Created
in 1986, Andrew Lloyd Webber’s
musical theatre masterpiece is
the most financially successful
entertainment event to date, and
is still showing to packed houses
worldwide even after 27 years. Filled
with unforgettable tunes, the gripping
story is about how
a disfigured man living in the bowels
of the Paris Opera strives to make
a star out of a fresh new singer
called Christine.
PERFECT FOR: Everyone
DATES AND TIMES: 16 Jul–25 Aug,
8pm (2pm weekend matinee)
LOCATION: Marina Bay Sands
Mastercard Theatre
TICKET PRICES: S$55–230

HOSSAN-AH!
CELEBRATING 20 LEONG YEARS!

Who says theatre performances have
to be all high-brow and arty-farty?
For a dose of local humour that’s
guaranteed to tickle your funny
bone, drop by the Drama Centre
Theatre and catch Hossan-Ah!
PERFECT FOR: People who enjoy
a laugh.
DATES AND TIMES: 1–4 Aug, 8pm
(4pm weekend matinee)
LOCATION: Drama Centre Theatre
TICKET PRICES: S$17–$47
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THE PERFECT

GENTLEMAN
BENEDICT YONG
30, SAP PROJECT MANAGER

Hair
The look: Volumised and waxed hair with sideparting and flattened sides.
With flat and hard follicles, Ben’s hair had no
personality. It also made his face look rounder.
Taming down the sides of his hair while giving
the top some volume elongates Ben’s face and
showcases his angular jawline.
Apparel
A night out at the theatre doesn’t have to be a
lavish affair, but you should aim to look spruced
up and casually smart.
For starters, invest in a well-fitting blazer: it
instantly takes your look up a notch. Experiment
with colours as well as prints so it won’t look like
regular office-wear.
Pair your blazer with a T-shirt and some khaki
pants. This gives you a relaxed appeal, so you don’t
have to worry about looking overdressed. Rolling
up your pants a little adds to the charm.
Accessories
Men, it’s okay to accessorise, especially when we’re
talking about things like watches, cufflinks or even
socks. Just remember that your outfit is made up
of individual elements, so every little bit counts!
For a night out at the theatre, however, you
wouldn’t want to overdo things. Keep it simple
and understated with dark-coloured accessories:
a black leather watch, or braided bracelets.

B EN s ay s
THE HAIRDO AND BLAZER MAKES ME
LOOK MORE YOUTHFUL, AND IT’S GOT
ME THINKING THAT I SHOULD TAKE UP
THIS NEW APPROACH TO DRESSING.
I THINK CAROL’S MAKEOVER IS VERY
SUCCESSFUL—SHE LOOKS SLIMMER
IN THE DRESS. ADDTIONALLY, HER
PERMED HAIR COMPLEMENTS THE
OVERALL LOOK WE WERE GOING FOR.
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AN ELEGANT

LADY
CAROL TAN
31, EXECUTIVE

Hair
The look: Side-parted curls
swept to one side.
Side-swept hair is in vogue now, and it’s
universally flattering—provided you flaunt your
best side! Glamour is achieved through the
addition of curls in her locks. With this hair
treatment, Carol’s neck is elongated, making her
face look slimmer.
Apparel
Contrary to popular belief, fitted dresses do not
make you look fat. The difference between a
fitted dress and a body-con
one is that a fitted dress accentuates
your curves. By wearing a tailor-fitted dress
that’s made of non-stretch material,
you achieve a slimmer silhouette.
The semi-sheer chiffon patches on the
shoulder of Carol’s give modest hints of skin
and indicates a confident woman, while cut-out
details at the waist flatters her figure.
Accessories
Accessorising this dress is a breeze because it is
monotone with a clean silhouette. Feel free to
go with chunky metallic jewellery for that added
pizzazz. Just remember to take note of your
skin tone—silver for cool skin tones and gold
for warmer ones. Are you warm or cool? Check
your veins—if they’re blue, you’re cool toned!

C a r o l S AY
S

WH

RED MY MAKEOVER LOOK
IENDS, THEY ALL SAID I
BSOLUTELY GORGEOUS!
SO TRANSFORMED. BEN’S
EOVER IS GREAT TOO—HE
S COOL AND FULL OF
UNSHINE. I ALSO LIKE HIS
CHARMING SMILE.
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